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„The whole is more than the sum of its parts.“

This citation of Aristotle describes the content of our new catalogue in a wonderful way. We are very proud of the clear and detailed presentation, but even more it shows the diversity of MADA and its products, services and innovations. Furthermore, it reveals the perfect complementarity of the different products and how they match perfectly.

Our aim is to provide you, our partners and customers, an extended service offer besides RFID media. Thereby you can compile all necessary components and supports depending on the project’s requirements. MADA is not the general store with all kinds of products, but your reliable and independent full-service provider with own products and ideas in all aspects of the topic identification.

Enjoy reading and greetings from Black Forest!

Best regards,

Patrick Marx
General Manager

Ole Henze
Sales / Product Manager
phone: +49(0)7721/8848-243
e-mail: ole.henze@mada.de

Patrick Marx
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Experience Identification

Since more than 35 years, MADA represent quality and competence in the field of contactless card systems. As an independent full-service provider we develop and produce identification media as well as the correspondent systems in the most different types of technologies for worldwide leading companies.

Our strength is the customer-oriented and made-to-order production of identification media such as badges, high-quality key-fobs and long-lasting wristband transponders, as well as the encoding and implementation of the corresponding software and hardware systems. Own developments for visitor management, encoding or card printing including the related personalization round off our business spectrum and activities.

MADA offers the complete know-how from one hand – starting with the draft up to the delivery we execute manufacturing processes in-house. This guarantees maximal quality as well as short delivery times. Benefit from our comprehensive business range and our long-time experience. Competent consultancy and personal contact is our highest aim.

Satisfied customers are our best reference! The innovative and multifunctional products are established successfully on the market since many years and play a part in innumerable companies and enterprises to guarantee a smooth and successful flow in all assignments of tasks – rely on our experience and convince yourself by our references and products.

‘We don’t only want to prove our quality, but also make you feel and live it.’

Our new construction at the location in Villingen-Schwenningen was finished in 2015 and is the symbol for a new forward-looking era of MADA. Thereby, it was not only achieved more space for a significant expansion of production capacities, but also a completely new scope of activity: “MADA.college”. So far, MADA has brought its knowledge directly to the employees on site. Now the new building provides space for in-house trainings and consulting programs and contributes to another opening of our company in the direction of our partners and customers.
The visit process

- Outlook calendar entry / invitation e-mail
- Foreign workers
- Visitor approval
- Welcome screen
- Visitor badges / RFID card holder
- Self-Visit / self registration
- Registration at the reception (BM10 - Client)
- Effective and secure workflow with BM10
- Contractor and agency organization
- Access and badge management
- Connection to the access control
- Duplicate matching
- Individual visitor and group administration

www.mada.de
BM10 – web interface
Web-based visitor reservation

**BM10 web interface is a web-based tool for your employees and colleagues to reannounce visitors**

Comfortable pre-announcement directly from workstation

Relieve your gate with BM10 web interface for a fast and easy visitor pre-announcement!

BM10 web interface is used by your employees for entering and administration of own visit procedures and is the ideal possibility to relieve your reception staff effectively.

It is possible to integrate BM10 web interface into the visitor management system via your intranet. Thus, each authorized employee of your company is able to create visit procedures and to pre-announce visitors. After a successful login, the employee gains access to a form which already contains the personal data. Now the user can pre-announce easily visit procedures in the visitor management system.

**Overview of your visit procedures**

Furthermore, BM10 web interface offers an overview over all visit procedures of the present day. It distinguishes, if the visitor is expected, if he is in the premises or if he already left the company. Thereby, your employees can retrace the corresponding status of a visit.

**Database and search function**

BM10 Visitor Management System has a comprehensive master data table. Via the effective search function of BM10 web interface, your employees can revert to the master records of visitors which have already been to the company and can invite them easily and quickly without much effort. If there is no existing data record, a new visitor contact can be created at any time with the function “Add user”.

**Fast organization!**

No more creation of Outlook calendar entries with the module Outlook Integration.

After you announced the visitor with BM10 web interface, you will automatically receive an E-Mail with a calendar entry. You only have to confirm it, now the appointment is entered in your calendar.

**Invitation letter by e-mail**

Not only you as a contact person, also your visitor will receive an Outlook calendar entry by e-mail which can be entered in his calendar comfortably. Beside this, the visitor will receive a personalized invitation letter which you can design freely, including a QR-code for a fast registration.

**BM10 module Outlook Integration**

for the direct entry of the attendance date into the calendar

Organization of meetings with internal participants

With BM10 web interface you now have the possibility to invite internal contact persons to the visit procedure. Thus, you can prepare the meeting ideally without separate E-Mails, as the internal contact persons will receive an Outlook calendar entry as well.
BM10: module external workers
Separate administration of permanent badges and foreign workers

Separate administration of permanent badges and foreign workers

Integration of external companies and temporary workers into your company has never been this easy.

The integration of external and temporary workers, who are only in your company for a certain time, is mostly associated with much time and effort. Our visitor administration is the ideal and competent solution to include external employees actively into the processes of your company – equipped with an employee badge the respective group of persons can easily be integrated into your infrastructure: Management of access and doors, administration of parking areas or payment functions – the field of application can be adapted flexibly to your demands.

Clearness and control at any time

Now you can create permanent badges extending across locations for foreign workers with the common printing technologies TRW, paper or PVC. Furthermore, you can assign a personal or global time model to each foreign worker – for this, the master data of visitors and foreign workers are separated completely. Via the new “global search” you still have the possibility to search effectively for visitor procedures and master data of visitors and foreign workers. You will receive all program-wide search results at a glance.

Visitor Management BM10

Employee e.g. SAP

Foreign / Temporary Workers
Permanent Badges

Visitor

BM10 module foreign workers
for the ideal integration and control of foreign and temporary workers

BM10: module Visitor Approval
Approval of Visitors

BM10 module Visitor Approval – approval for sensitive places in the company

Approvals have never been this easy

Visitors of sensitive places can now be allowed only by a responsible supervisor or the factory security.

You have special visitor categories for sensitive places which have to be released in advance for visitors? With the new BM10 module Visitor Approval you can create these sensitive categories and define persons who have to approve the visit for these categories. This is made with an E-Mail and a link so that the person in charge received all data in advance to make a decision.

Confirmation with three clicks

Due to the high number of visitors, supervisors often have difficulty processing all e-mails and filter them according to importance. That’s why we’ve kept the release process as lean as possible. With three clicks, the visitor can be free. This saves time and ensures that the supervisor can devote himself to his future work.

The BM10 module Visitor Approval is adjustable for any visitor category. Also the group of people giving the approval is variably configurable.
Modern, efficient and cost-saving

BM 10 Self-Visit is the ideal solution to disburden gates and entrances for visitors and foreign workers by an effective self-registration.

The Self-Visit Terminal is the interface between planned and announced visitors from BM10 web interface and BM10 Client (gate workplace). BM10 support different scenarios which can be adapted individually to the visit procedure and customer-specific requirements and conditions. Also the integration of multimedia-based contents, such as an image film or video introduction is possible.

Safety briefing: Accident prevention regulations do also apply to visitors, foreign workers and service provider who visit your company or carry out work there. The Self-Visit Terminal supports your safety officer and factory security to attend to their duties. The process of an electronic safety briefing can be integrated into the process of self-registration.

E.g. rules of conduct in the premises can be presented visually and multimedia-based. The integration of safety movies, purposefully asked call backs for understanding as well as a digital signature are also integrable. The open configuration of BM10 Self-Visit leaves nothing to be desired.

Integrated picture recording

Even more safety in your premises: With the integrated picture recording function of BM10 Self-Visit you can register your visitors and foreign workers visually and print the corresponding badges with a passport photograph if desired. This function is optically integrable into BM10 Self-Visit and realizes pictures in HD quality.

RFID reader

Often, external employees and foreign workers can’t be listed and organized in the own systems. With the integrated automatic log on and log off via RFID, especially foreign workers and service providers can be registered like a visit process. You always have the overview, who is in your premises when and where.

Barcode scanner

Via the 2D barcode scanner you record the invitation letter of a preannounced visitor and then start automatically the reception process with BM10 Self-Visit. An automatic log on and log off can be effected via the 2D barcode scanner in case of barcode badges.

Individual software & configuration

Reception, logon, self-registration safety briefing: However your desired workflow looks like, we realize your operational requirements and specification from the software side and therefore offer you the basis for a modern, efficient and cost-saving self-registration of your visitors, foreign workers and external service providers.

• Individual Welcome / Multilingualism
• Control and Collection of Master Data
• Customer-specific Safety Briefing
• Integration of multimedia contents
• Automatic logon and logoff of external service providers
• Connecting to BM10 Client
• and much more!

Advertising front in customer design

Stand out from the standard: Use the individually printable and illuminated advertising front for your sales message or reception. There’s almost no limit in regard to your ideas for layout and design.

Start self-registration

The visitor is individually welcomed with the QR-code of the invitation letter and starts the guided self-registration at the system himself.

Data collection / control

The collected data from BM10 web interface can be seen, controlled and modified, if necessary, by the visitor or foreign worker at the BM10 Self-Visit Terminal.

Safety briefing

BM10 Self-Visit supports different media for the safety instructions. Safety questions and call backs can be integrated as well as a digital signature.

Confirmation / transmission

After data collection and execution of safety briefing the data will be transmitted for further processing.
BM10: Self-Visit Kiosk
Self-Visit Kiosk for fast and comfortable self-registration

BM10: Self-Visit Kiosk
Self-Visit Kiosk as an ideal Alternative for self-registration and badge printing

Fast and easy self-registration
The BM10 Self-Visit Kiosk is the ideal alternative for the entire self-registration including badge printing.

This is the optimal product for the entire self-registration. Thanks to different options the visitor can register himself and receives immediately a visitor badge. The Self-Visit Kiosk is therefore the ideal complement for entrances without gate staff.

Self-registration, even without pre-announcement
Individually equipped, the Self-Visit Kiosk allows your visitors to register independently. Especially in case of highly frequented entrances with a large number of visitors, this kind of self-registration is an enormous relief.

Much space for much scope
The Self-Visit Kiosk combines options diversity and modern visual appearance and has a high-quality housing with enough space for your personal needs. All integrated components such as mini PC, printer and so on are comfortably reachable by the lockable service doors. The used 24" display with touch-screen offers sufficient space for an attractive presentation of your contents and applications.

Start self-registration
With or also without the QR-code integrated into the invitation letter the visitor starts the guided self-registration in the system himself.

Data collection / control
In case of a preannouncement the data are taken over and controlled. If there’s no pre-announcement, the visitor can register himself quickly and easily.

Safety briefing
BM10 Self-Visit supports different media for safety briefings. Call backs and questions can be integrated as well as a digital signature.

Confirmation / Transmission
After the collection of master data and the safety briefing, the data are printed on a visitor badge which can be taken immediately.

Integrated picture recording
Even more safety in your premises: With the integrated picture recording function of BM10 Self-Visit you can register your visitors and foreign workers visually and print the corresponding badges with a passport photograph if desired. This function is optionally integrable into BM10 Self-Visit and realizes pictures in HD quality.

Individual software & configuration
Reception, login, self-registration safety briefing: However your desired workflow looks like, we realize your operational requirements and specification from the software side and therefore offer you the basis for a modern, efficient and cost-saving self-registration of your visitors, foreign workers and external service providers.

- Individual Welcome / Multilingualism
- Control and Collection of Master Data
- Customer-specific Safety Briefing
- Integration of multimedia contents
- Automatic login and logoff of external service providers
- Connection to BM10 Client
- and much more!

Barcode scanner
Via the 2D barcode scanner you record the invitation letter of a pre-announced visitor and then start automatically the reception process with BM10 Self-Visit. An automatic login on and log off can be effected via the 2D barcode scanner in case of barcode badges.

Card printer
Via the integrated card printer, visitor badges can be printed and issued immediately after registration. Not only PVC cards but also paper badges is it your own decision!

Housing in customer design
Stand out from the standard! Use the individually printable area of BM10 Self-Visit Kiosk for your sales message or reception. There’s almost no limit in regard to your ideas for layout and design.
The first impression counts!

The way you welcome your visitors in your company shows your appreciation for the guest.

Thanks to the cross-site and comfortably applicable visitor management BM10 your will receive an ideal solution to adapt your gate to the current safety requirements.

Freely configurable

BM10 is freely configurable and can be adjusted to your corporate design and the user. Not only the corporate design but also the user-handling and the entered data are decisively for an effective workflow. You can create variable input fields and set variable field definitions. If you have several sites, those can be configured independently or all together.

Efficient processing

Efficient working is a basic requirement for a successful company. With the visitor management system BM10 you will arrange for a raising efficiency at the reception and will save time thanks to optimized processes. If the visiting group of people might be larger from time to time, such as classes, not only personalized badges for the teachers can be printed, but also non-personalized badges for the pupils. If you have several sites, this can be also included into a centrally managed master data base.

Highest safety standard

Safety briefings are possible with BM10 Client. Thus, you can create different safety briefings for each visitor category. As needed, a bag search can be defined which appears when leaving depending on the rhythm set. In case of emergency you can print an evacuation list which shows all present visitors. If visitors do not return their visitor badge or are still in the premises after the allowed visiting time, an automatic warning E-Mail can be sent to the factory security.

Visitor badges in corporate design

BM10 makes it possible to adapt and create templates according to the corporate design for the visitor badges of each category separately in the integrated badge- and layout designer. These badges can be printed in the BM10 client separately and in case of larger quantities via stacking function. Not only visitor badges but also combination printings can be created. Thus, you can combine the visitor badge with a parking permit and an information text.

Visitor badges

Leave a good and lasting impression on your guests – with visitor badges which not only excite but are also entirely integrable into your environment.

Picture recording

Furnish your visitor badges with passport photographs. Thereby, you can identify your guests at all times via the picture. The picture can be taken via webcam or reflex camera.

Digital signature

You can easily realize person-specific legitimations with the signature pad. Your visitors can digitally sign registrations safety briefings straightforwardly and unbureaucratically.

Barcode scanner

Badges and invitation letters with a 1D- or 2D-code can be easily processed with the barcode scanner. The visit process can be opened and edited directly with one scan.

RFID desktop reader

The RFID desktop reader allows you to open and edit automatically visitor badges with RFID technology. Furthermore you can integrate the RFID cards into your access control.
**BM10 Safety Briefings**

Evidence-proof signature process via digital signature

---

**BM10 Safety briefings** offer security and transparency via evidence-proof, digital signatures

Safety briefings with evidence-proof digital signature

Legitimations and the confirmation of safety briefings and other company-specific guidelines play an increasingly important role.

With the biometric handwritten signature with the signature pad, not only visual notes are added to the corresponding documents in a way that counterfeits can be detected. Very important: The signatory can be identified by his biometric parameters which are made when signing.

Highest safety and legal force

The visitor management BM10 combines the digital biometric signature firmly with a digital, freely-definable document, e.g. a safety briefing. Additionally, the digital document is furnished with a time stamp which helps to retrace who signed a safety briefing or another guideline and when.

Multi-stage, configurable safety concept for visitors

BM10 offers a multi-stage, configurable safety system for identity proofs and verifications from and for visitors.

In this respect, every visitor has a status in general: GREEN (registered), ORANGE (not registered) or RED (blocked). This status can be connected to certain processes, e.g. the safety briefing signature. Depending on requirements, the visitor management BM10 offers different personal safety verifications and identity proofs.

A feeling of being welcomed!

Welcome your visitors via a screen. You can easily include image films or other media, news etc.

By the visual reception the visitor has a feeling of being welcomed. With BM10 you can make sure that the guests feels comfortable right away.

Design flexibility

The screen is freely configurable, whether with other media or only with the visitors’ names. Thanks to the possibility to include all common formats and feeds you show your appreciation for the customer. Play your image film or give some information about current news. It is your choice how to welcome your guests.
BM10 Resource Management
Administration of conference rooms and company cars

Resource Management to administer conference rooms and company cards

You can directly book in the BM10 - Client a conference room or a company vehicle for the visit.

A conference room is always needed during a visit process. Usually free rooms are organized right before the guest is expected. With BM10 Resource Management you can directly choose a conference room. You immediately receive a feedback in green in the selection window if the conference room is free for the duration of your visit. If the room should be occupied, the room is directly marked in red and you can choose another room.

Administration of company vehicles

Often company vehicles are needed during a visit for factory transport or the drive to a restaurant. This can be booked like the conference rooms in BM10 - Client and you will also receive a colored feedback in the selection window.

Administration of resources

You can manage all resources via BM10 Client, it is only necessary to create these resources as an Outlook calendar.

BM10 Duplicate matching
To verify, bring together and delete duplicate records

No more duplicate records

Verify your records via duplicate matching with key field function

Via BM10 Duplicate Matching you will be able to keep your database clean. In case of a new visitor, his data are matched with the existing master data to check if this visitor has already been generated. If a match was found with the key field and the visitor already exists in the database, the system will ask you if you want to bring the data together or if you prefer to create them as a new data record.

Duplicates in existing master data

It is also possible to verify your master data completely. Via the configurable key fields a duplicate matching is realized. Detected duplicates are indicated in a group. Then you have the possibility to bring the data together via drag and drop function or to delete particular data records. If you don’t want to edit the data, you can just continue.
The ideal and environmentally friendly integration into time and access

It is no longer necessary to print an RFID visitor badge for each visitor. The data is printed on a paper ticket or PVC card and the transponder is already in the card holder.

Hereby you will obtain a professional solution to integrate simple paper or PVC cards in ISO-format temporarily into time- and access control or into other booking systems.

The cloud: The RFID card holder has a firmly integrated RFID transponder with any customer-specific encoding and function. Thus, it doesn’t only combine the possibilities of RFID technology with the cost-saving color-badge-printing but can also be integrated into the existing systems.

Full functionality

The card holder is perfectly suitable for the utilization with paper cards for administration of visitors or external companies. It is used in all areas where short-term issued cards have to perform full functionality – an ideal solution to grant temporarily authorizations of any kind.

Visitors with profile!

With BM10 you can not only organize and control visit procedures efficiently, it also allows to integrate actively into an existing online access control.

By assigning an access profile to a visitor and his booking, a data record with all visitor-specific data is created automatically which contains personal data, a clear badge number, as well as the visiting time and the allowed access authorizations.

Personal RFID badge

This card is automatically given to the access control system which finally realizes the assignment and clearing of the visitor. The process only takes a few seconds and guarantees an access generation the quickest possible for visitors or foreign workers. These safety measures enable unaccompanied visitors to enter only authorized areas.

Automatic deletion from access control

When signing off the visitor after his stay, an automatic deletion-set is created the processed by the access control system. All granted access authorizations are withdrawn and the previously issued badge loses its function.
BM10 Card printers
the gate-workstation for visitor management

Printing the suitable badge thanks to a wide range of card printers

Paper:
Paper visitor badges

You can quickly print high-quality paper visitor badges with the fast full-color label printer. The durable and wiping-proof pigmented ink guarantees high brilliance.

The serially integrated auto cutter cuts the continuous paper on roll, which offers a high ease of use, exactly in credit card format (or any other, if desired).

Plastic:
PVC visitor badges

A high-quality alternative to paper cards which can be personalized via direct print with the visitor’s personal data.

The badges can be pre-printed in advance via digital-, offset- or screen-printing. To protect the personalization from abrasion and scratching it is covered by a transparent overlay foil.

Thermal Re-Write:
TRW visitor badges

Thermal Re-Write (TRW) cards are PVC plastic cards which have an additional, special heat-sensitive layer.

By the use of TRW technology, the card can be printed, deleted and re-printed up to 50 times and be used again. This is environmentally friendly and very cost-saving.

Are you missing something?

By the modular construction we can live up to your expectations as well. Our focus is not on the system but on the customer and his requirements.

The solution has been designed in a way that all components can also be upgraded subsequently. Thus, BM10 can react flexibly to new requirements and safety scenarios and therefore create processes in a new and effective way.

Standard does not always mean the same.

In the globalizing and extremely fast changing world of economy and enterprises it is not possible anymore to use a standard application for all procedures and scenarios. Therefore, MADA as a separate and independent company, offers you also the comfort of a customer-specific expansion or adjustment of the system Visitor Management BM10.

Customer-specific solutions for individual requirements

MADA Support:

+49(0)7721/8848-0
support@mada.de

Telephone support, remote maintenance, repair & service, service on-site, service contracts

www.mada.de
Uncomplicated and efficient integration into your system environment

The visitor management system BM10 contains of a two-part software solution. On the one hand of BM10 Client which is used at the reception or gate for collection, organization and evaluation of visitors and on the other hand of the optional BM10 Web Interface.

With BM10 Web Interface internal employees can realize the pre-announcement of visitors easily and independently online on their own. Name, company, function, address and other important contact data have to be created only once and can be found again quickly by the searching function in case of recurring visitors. The message to the central visitor management system will automatically be sent in the background. By integrating web interface into your company intranet you will create a high level of efficiency and will contribute significantly to the relieve of your gate staff.

Thanks to the central server infrastructure and the use of web interface via intranet or internet you can manage as many workstations as needed across locations on basis of a collective data repository.

By connecting RFID desktop readers or other automatic reading systems, safety and efficiency can be increased further. The visitor management system supports the following database types at the moment: MySQL, MS SQL and Oracle. The web interface was realized in PHP and is executed by default on an Apache Tomcat web server. In case of a customer-specific IIS installation an additional Single-Sign-On (SSO) to BM10 Web Interface is possible.

To use all software functions it is necessary to have access to ADS (active directory service) or to a personal data table.
Technical Data

Client / Web Interface

Visitor Management BM10 Web Interface:

- Multilingual?: German / English
- Number of visitor records?: Unlimited
- Access to database?: Yes, unlimited
- License (concurrent-user)?: 50 / 200 / unlimited
- Printing visitor badges?: Yes
- Evacuation list?: Yes, by one click
- Administration of visit procedures?: Yes, create, modify and delete
- Transmission to web interface?: Yes
- Duration of visitor procedures?: One-day and for several days
- Master data?: Yes, via central database
- Search function?: Yes
- Archive function?: Yes
- Data protection compliant?: Yes, according to GDPR 2018
- Extendable?: Yes
- Freely configurable?: Yes
- Variable authorization definition?: Yes

Visitor Management BM10 Client:

- Multilingual?: German / English
- Number of visitor records?: Unlimited
- Access to database?: Yes, unlimited
- License (concurrent-user)?: Per user (simultaneous user)
- Printing visitor badges?: Yes
- Administration of visit procedures?: Yes, by one click
- Transmission to web interface?: Yes
- Duration of visitor procedures?: One-day and for several days
- Master data?: Yes, via central database
- Search function?: Yes
- Archive function?: Yes
- Data protection compliant?: Yes, according to GDPR 2018
- Extendable?: Yes
- Freely configurable?: Yes
- Variable authorization definition?: Yes

System requirements:

- Windows operating system from Windows XP
- Database MySQL, MSSQL or Oracle
- Installed native database driver (in case of Oracle: Client)
- Interface active directory (LDAP), unsecured Port 389 TLS connection Port 636
- Released SQL server Port 1433
- At least Dual Core processor
- At least 2 GB memory
- At least 200 MB hard disk space
- Internet connection for licensing

System requirements:

- Basic software Visitor Management BM10
- Microsoft Internet Information IIS with PHP support
- Apache Server with PHP support
- Installed PEAR package
- ODBC support
- Active Javascript
- Cookies accepted
- Internet Explorer from IE10, Firefox from 39.0.0, Chrome from 40.0
- Interface web server: unencrypted (http) Port 80, encrypted (https) Port 443
- Interface Active Directory (LDAP); unsecured Port 389, TLS connection Port 636

Data protection conformity according to EU-GDPR 2018

Data protection has a high priority to us – therefore our visitor management system BM 10 is compliant with data protection laws.

Visitor Management BM10 fulfills the criteria of the general data protection regulation of the European Union. Thus, you can concentrate comfortably on your core business.

With BM10 you are well-positioned for the general data protection regulation. The master data can be deleted via a configurable temporal routine or can also be deleted separately upon request of the person affected. By means of a protocol, the currently saved data, the modification history or also the deletion can be confirmed to this person.

Restrict data utilization

In case of appearance of the person only on the name tag, the data utilization can be restricted by means of a check mark. Thereby, the name is shown neither on welcome screens nor on other places.
Module Client
Technical Data

**Resource administration**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Resources as fully integrated room mailboxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Full access via Outlook instances to the corresponding mailboxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Outlook instance on each client workstation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Interface only unidirectional (only BM10 to Outlook)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Only Exchange calendars are supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Requires basic software BM10 Client</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Foreign workers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Requires visitor pre-announcement / Web Interface</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Welcome screen**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Requires a screen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Permanent network access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Interface to other databases possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Requires MySQL server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Requires PC with Windows operating system from Windows XP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Requires basic software BM10 Client</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Outlook integration**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• SMTP server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Requires visitor pre-announcement / Web Interface</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Duplicate matching**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Requires basic software BM10 Client</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Visitor approval**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• SMTP server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Requires visitor pre-announcement / Web Interface</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
new training program

MADA.college

* optimized content, including NFC and LEGIC Connect

The new RFID Analysis Tool

Fast and easy RFID analysis with protocol function for all common 125 kHz and 13,56 MHz RFID transponders

>> Customer Voice:

'A very informative event/training which is meaningful for beginners as well as for specialists, for job entrants but as well for general managers to gain a secure handling of the RFID topic – and all this in a great, comfortable atmosphere.'

Michael Gordalla
General Manager
HEYDEN-SECURIT GmbH

RFID?! What’s this?
ID.logon Smart Authentication

There's no easier and more secure Windows authentication!